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Product reviews are now widely used by individuals for making their decisions. However, due to the purpose of pro	t, reviewers
game the system by posting fake reviews for promoting or demoting the target products. In the past few years, fake review detection
has attracted signi	cant attention from both the industrial organizations and academic communities. However, the issue remains
to be a challenging problem due to lacking of labelling materials for supervised learning and evaluation. Current works mademany
attempts to address this problem from the angles of reviewer and review. However, there has been little discussion about the product
related review features which is the main focus of our method.�is paper proposes a novel convolutional neural network model to
integrate the product related review features through a product word composition model. To reduce over	tting and high variance,
a bagging model is introduced to bag the neural network model with two e
cient classi	ers. Experiments on the real-life Amazon
review dataset demonstrate the e�ectiveness of the proposed approach.

1. Introduction

It has becomemore andmore common for one to read online
reviews before he/she make purchase decisions [1].�is gives
high incentives for opinion spammers to write fake reviews
to promote or to demote some target products or business.
According to [2, 3], there are 2–6% fake reviews in Orbitz,
Priceline, Expedia, Tripadvisor, and so forth. Mukherjee also
reported that Yelp has a fake review rate of 14–20% [3].
�us, detecting fake online reviews is becoming an important
issue to ensure that the online reviews continue to be trusted
materials of opinions, rather than being swarming with lies.

Researchers have proposed various fake review detection
approaches in the past few years to preserve the accuracy of
online opinion mining results. One major task in this area
is to distinguish between fake reviews and truthful reviews
[4]. A variety of methods were proposed to address this task
mainly from two angles: reviewer and review. For example,
the works in [4–6] mainly use content features of reviews to
represent the reviews for classi	cation tasks. On the other
hand, the methods in [7–10] try to exploit the behaviour
information of the reviewers to bene	t the prediction task.

Di�erent from these works, we will examine the e�ects of
product related review features for fake review detection.

Since when the spammers write the fake reviews, they
tend to describe a product using some special feature words
and sentimental words. It is helpful for the fake review detec-
tion model to capture these product related review features.
Inspired by this, we proposed a convolutional neural network
(CNN) model which captures the product related review
features by a linear composition of products and reviews, and
then we introduce a baggingmodel that bags the CNNmodel
with two e
cient SVM models reported in [4] to provide
more robust prediction results. In particular, the contribu-
tions of this paper are as follows:

(1) We propose a novel fake review detection model, in
which a CNN model is introduced to capture the
product related review features and a classi	er is
established based on the product word composition
features.

(2) To reduce over	tting and high variance of CNN
model, we incorporate the CNN model with two
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e
cient SVM classi	cation methods to build a bag-
ging model for the classi	cation task.

2. Related Work

Recently, many techniques and approaches have been pro-
posed in the 	eld of fake review detection. �ese methods
exhibit high accuracy performance and can be roughly
categorized as two categories: content based methods and
behaviour feature basedmethods.We will illustrate these two
kinds of methods in the following sections.

2.1. Content Based Method. Researchers attempt to distin-
guish review spam by analysing the contents of reviews, such
as the linguistic features of the review [11]. To address the con-
tent feature of the reviews, Ott et al. checked three strateges
to perform classi	cation [4]. �ese three strategies are genre
identi	cation, detection of psycholinguistic deception, and
text categorization [4, 11].

(i) Genre Identi	cation. Ott et al. explored the parts-of-
speech (POS) distribution of the review and use the
frequency of POS tags as the features representing the
review to make prediction.

(ii) Detection of Psycholinguistic Deception. �e psy-
cholinguistic technique is to assign psycholinguistic
meanings to the key features of a review. Pennebaker
et al. use the famous Linguistic Inquiry and Word
Count (LIWC) soware [12] to build their features for
the reviews.

(iii) Text Categorization. According to the experiments of
Ott et al., �-gram features play an important role at
the experiments.

Other linguistic features are also explored, such as in thework
[5]; Feng et al. take lexicalized and unlexicalized syntactic
features using sentence parse trees for deception detection.
Experiments show that the deep syntactic features improve
the performance of prediction.

Li et al. [6] explored a variety of generic deceptive signals
which contribute to the fake review detection.�ey also con-
cluded that combine general features such as LIWC or POS
with bag-of-words will be more robust than bag-of-words
alone.

Metadata about reviews such as reviews length, date, time,
and rating is also checked by some researchers [13, 14]. Exper-
iments of their works show that the review characteristic
features are bene	cial in fake review detection.

Much of the previous work for fake review detection
focused on related, but slightly di�erent, issues, for example,
using the linguistic features of review to detect fake reviews
[4, 5] and exploring other features related to the reviews
to build more e
cient prediction models [6, 13, 14]. All
these content based methods addressed detailed information
closely related to the reviews. However, they paid little atten-
tion on the product related review features which is the main
concerns of the proposed method.

2.2. Behaviour Feature Based Methods. Behaviour feature
basedmodels address the behaviour of individual reviewer, or
groups of reviewers, including the “social relations” revealed
by the reviewer behaviour.

Lim et al. identi	ed the anomalous rating and review
behaviours such as giving unfair ratings to products and
reviewing too oen, so as to detect spammers [7].

�e works [7, 8] 	nd that spammers may write fake
reviews in collusion. Based on the 	ndings, they make com-
posed model to integrate these features for spammer detec-
tion.

Based on the network e�ect among reviewers and prod-
ucts, Akoglu et al. proposed a novel spammer and fake
reviews spotting framework which is complementary to pre-
vious works based on text and behavioural features [9].

Fei et al. exploit the burstiness nature of reviews to spot
review spammer [10]. �rough a Markov Random Field
model, their approach models the reviews in bursts and their
cooccurrences in the same burst.

Since most of the above methods focus on analysing
the behavioural features of the reviewers while the proposed
method conducts the content of review, we will not compare
the performance between our methods and theirs.

3. Validation of the Assumption of
Product Related Review Feature

According to the observations of Li et al. [6], fake reviews
have more positive/negative sentiment than the normal ones
generated by actual customers. �at is, review spammers
emphasized some product features using more positive/
negative words to agitate for/slander a product. �is means
that a particular product would be described by some special
feature words and sentimental words when the spammers
write the fake reviews. For example, product features in the
hotel domain like the name of the hotels and the name of the
sta� and sentimental words like “extremely comfortable” are
widely used [4]. In other domains, according to their 	ndings
[15], smartphone is oen evaluated by “sleek” and “stable” and
keyboard is evaluated by “wireless” and “mechanical.” �is
product oriented information a�ects the performance of the
prediction; thus integrating them into a classi	cation model
will bene	t the classi	er a lot.

To check the product related review features, we conduct
the following experiments by using Algorithm 1 which is
clearly discussed in the work [15]. To check the product
related review features, we test it for � = 100 iterations on
the dataset of Amazon product reviews [8]. In each iteration,
reviews on the same product � (��, �+� ) are 	rst randomly sam-
pled, and review �−� for other products is randomly chosen.
Aer that, we calculate the similarity of (��, �+� ) and (��, �−� ), in
which cosine similarity based on bag-of-words of two reviews
is adopted.

As shown in Figure 1, the content similarities between
two reviews about the same product are higher than those
of di�erent products (�-test with � value < 0.01). �at is,
the contents for the same product are more similar than for
di�erent products. �is validates our assumption.
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Input: review data �, number of products�, number of iterations �
Output: sim, dif
for 	 = 1 to � do do
�Sim = 0, �Dif = 0;

for � = 1 to � do do
sample ��, �+� , �−� from �;
�Sim += Similar(��, �+� );
�Dif += Similar(��, �−� );

end
�Sim /=�, �Dif /=�;
sim← sim ∪ �Sim;
dif← sim ∪ �Dif;

end
return sim, dif

Algorithm 1: Product related review features testing.
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Figure 1: Validation of the assumption.

4. The Proposed Method for
Fake Review Detection

In this section, we illustrate the proposed model for fake
review detection in which we address the issue as a classi	ca-
tion task. As shown in Figure 2, the proposed model accepts
products and reviews as its input and generates classi	cation
results as its output. �e proposed method o�ers classi	-
cation results through a bagging model which bags three
classi	ers including product word composition classi	er
(PWCC), TRIGRAMSSVM classi	er, and BIGRAMSSVM clas-
si	er. PWCC is a CNNmodel which captures product related
review feature by a product word composition, so the product
and review information can be fed into it for generating pre-
dictions. BIGRAMSSVM and TRIGRAMSSVM are two models
reported in previous work to be e
cient for prediction task.
Both of them take the review as their input, and, in the pro-
posed method, they are bagged with PWCC to produce more
robust results.

In the following sections, we 	rst illustrate PWCC in
detail, and then we will introduce how to bag the three
classi	ers.

4.1. Product Word Composition Classi	er. As discussed in
Section 3, the deceptive reviews for every product have
underlying relations with respect to the product. �us we
simply introduce a product word composition classi	er to
predict the polarity of the review. Following the ideas of [15],
we 	rst build a product-speci	c modi	cation of the continu-
ous representation of a word using the same way that Tang
et al. model the user-speci	c modi	cation. �en based on
the output of the composition model, we build the document
model and 	nally we use a CNN classi	er to predict the
reviews.

4.1.1. Product Word Composition. �e product word compo-
sition model is used to map the words of a review into the
continuous representation while concurrently integrating the
product-review relations. In this paper, we employ the multi-
plicative composition to compose the product-speci	cmodi-
	cation.�emultiplicative composition is detailed as follows.
Given two vectors V1 and V2 as the input, multiplicative com-
position assumes that the output vector � is a linear function
of tensor product of V1 and V2 which is shown as follows:

� =  × V1 × V2 = �1 × V2. (1)

Here,  is the tensor to project V1 and V2 to �. �1 is the partial
product of  and V1. Based on (1), the multiplicative com-
position can exactly satisfy our requirements of modelling
product-speci	c relations related to the reviews since the
matrix �1 models the products and V2 illustrates the words in
the reviews.

Aer conducting product word linear composition, we
append tanh as the activation layer to integrate the nonlinear-
ity attribute as shown in Figure 3. Hence, the 	nal modi	ed
word vector �� for the original word vector V� is calculated as
follows:

�� = tanh (���) = tanh (�� × V�) . (2)

4.1.2. Document Modelling and Classi	cation. To build the
documentmodel, we take the product word composition vec-
tors as input and use CNN to build the representation model
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Figure 2: �e proposed classi	cation method.
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Figure 3: �e product word composition classi	er.

for the reviews. As shown in Figure 3, we feed product word
composition vectors as the input of an average pooling layer
to create the document model. Speci	cally, we use softmax
to calculate the vector for the product word composition for
generating the document vector as shown in the following:

softmax (x)� =
exp (��)
∑��=1 exp (��)

. (3)

Here, � is the number of categories. Since the output of
softmax can be interpreted as conditional probabilities, it is
used to predict the polarity the reviews.

4.2. SVM Classi	er and Bagging. As discussed above, we
proposed a product word composition classi	er to make pre-
diction for deceptive reviews. However, the neural network
model for this research may be over	tting and have high
variance in the learned parameters over a little dataset. Spe-
cially in the research 	eld of deceptive review detection, there
are few good sources of labelled data [4]. Although more and

more labelled data for this task has been published [6], it is not
su
cient enough to fully take advantage of the power of deep
learning model as the data is particular for classi	cation for
di�erent domains.�erefore, it is helpful to build a model for
alleviating this problem. In this paper, we use baggingmethod
to deal with this issue, since the bagging method leads
to “improvements for unstable procedures” [16], which is
suitable for the neural networks. As discussed inAlgorithm 2,
we use baggingmethod to combine the product word compo-
sition based CNN model with two SVM models which have
better precision for predicting the fake reviews according to
this work [4].

Algorithm 2 bags these three classi	ers to provide predic-
tion results. It is composed of two phases: training and clas-
si	cation, respectively. In the 	rst phase, three classi	ers are
trained using three bootstrap sample sets.�en, in the second
phase, each input data is checked by all the classi	ers in�, and
the class label for each input with maximum number of votes
is chosen.
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Table 1: Statistics of the dataset.

Product Number of reviews Number of deceptive reviews Number of truthful reviews

100 2000 800 1200

Training phase;
(1) Initialize the parameters

(i)C = 0, the ensemble.
(2) for 	 = 1, . . . , 3 do

(i) Choose a bootstrap set �� from �.
(ii) Build a classi	er �� using ��.
(iii) Add the classi	er to the current ensemble,C = C ∪ {��}

end
(3) return C

Classi�cation phase;
(4) Run �1, . . . , �� on the input �.
(5) �e class with the maximum number of votes is chosen as the label for �.

Algorithm 2: Bagging the three classi	ers.

5. Experiment

We conduct several experiments to evaluate the proposed
model by applying it to reviews of products.

5.1. Experiment Setting. A gold-standard dataset [4] for fake
review detection is widely used for validating di�erent mod-
els. However, since it is argued that the fake reviews written
by the Amazon Mechanical Turk are not reliable [17]. We
attempted to create a dataset similar to the golden-standard
dataset from the real-life dataset in [8] (http://liu.cs.uic.edu/
download/data/).�is dataset is about the reviews from ama-
zon.com which is large and covers a very wide range of prod-
ucts. It is thus reasonable to consider it as a representative
ecommerce site. �e review dataset was crawled from ama-
zon.com in June 2006. 5.8million reviews, 2.14 reviewers, and
6.7 million products are included in this dataset. We created
the dataset based on Amazon dataset using the following
steps.

First, we use some seed words such as “full of fake
reviews” to locate records of reviews. Depending on these
reviews, we can 	nd the products that the reviews relate to.
�is step is to 	nd some products whose reviewsmay contain
fake reviews since the reviews including seed words may be
written by some users who are deceived to buy the product.
Secondly, we remove the reviews with rating less than 4 and
manually check whether the review is fake.

Using the above steps, we have collected 100 products
where each product has 20 reviews.�ese 20 reviews are com-
posed of 8 fake reviews and 12 truthful reviews. �e statistic
information of the dataset is shown in Table 1.

When training the CNN model, we split the data into
training, validation, and testing sets with a 80/10/10 split and
then split sentences and conduct tokenization with NLTK
(http://www.nltk.org/). �e two SVM based models are
trained according to the con	gurations in [4].

When using the PWCC model, we set the widths of
three convolutional 	lters as 1, 2, and 3. We learn 150-dimen-
sional product-speci	c word embeddings on each dataset;
other parameters are initialized randomly from a uniform
distribution Uniform([0.01, 0.05]). �e KISS random search
for hyper parameters is adopted (http://deeplearning.net/tuto-
rial/rnnslu.html#training).

Tomeasure the overall classi	cation performance, we use
standard precision �, recall �, and �-measure �. Similarly, �,
�, and � for the prediction are de	ned as follows:

� =
����golden ∩ predicted

��������predicted
����
,

� =
����golden ∩ predicted

��������golden
����
,

� = 2 ⋅ � ⋅ �� + � ,

(4)

where golden is the golden class labels and predicted is the
predicted results of the classi	cation methods.

5.2. Baseline Methods. We compare our method with the
following baseline methods for review rating prediction:

(i) BIGRAMSSVM: Ott et al. [4] propose to represent each
review with bigrams feature set on which they train a
SVM classi	er for the fake review detection task.

(ii) TRIGRAMSSVM: in this method, trigrams feature set
is introduced to build the SVM classi	er [4].

(iii) PWCC: we combine each review with the product
to make a product word composition and then build
a CNN classi	er based on the composition for fake
review prediction.
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Table 2: Performance of the proposed model.

Methods � � �
BIGRAMSSVM 0.714 0.696 0.732

TRIGRAMSSVM 0.722 0.703 0.741

PWCC 0.749 0.741 0.759

Bagging 0.772 0.764 0.781

(iv) Bagging: as discussed in Section 4, the baggingmodel
combines the above three classi	ers in order to o�er
more robust and accurate result.

5.3. Results and Analysis

5.3.1. Performance Analysis. Results appear in Table 2. Aer
comparing the bagging method with the other models, we
reach several important observations.

First, �, �, and � performance of the proposed bagging
method outperforms the other methods from BIGRAMSSVM
to PWCC. �is demonstrates the e�ectiveness of the pro-
posed method.

Second, there are little performance improvement from
BIGRAMSSVM to TRIGRAMSSVM. �is reveals that the con-
tributions of linguistic features will be limited aer reaching
an upper bound. Combiningwith other featuresmay alleviate
the problem and contributes to getting better performance.

�ird, the performance of PWCC performs better than
both BIGRAMSSVM and TRIGRAMSSVM. �is improvement
of performance of PWCC may be due to two reasons: one is
that the CNNmodel has better prediction performance than
the SVM based model. �e other reason may be that compo-
sition of product and word contributes to the better results.

5.3.2. Analysis of Product Word Composition. We investi-
gate the e�ects of product word composition model which
integrates product related review features for fake review
detection. Since the product word composition is composed
of product and word information, we remove the representa-
tions� fromPWCCmodel to build a CNN classi	er based on
word representation and then conduct experiments on Ama-
zon dataset.

As shown in Figure 4, we can see that PWCC achieves
better results of�, �, and �. Compared with PWCC, the CNN
model only using word features removed the product related
composition information. �is means the improvement of
performance is mainly brought by adding composition infor-
mation.

6. Analysis of Classifiers

To 	nd which algorithm outperforms others on the learning
task in this paper, we introduced 5∗2 cv test which is based on
5 iterations of 2-fold cross-validation according toDietterich’s
work [18].

Figure 5 shows themeasured Type 1 error rates of the four
methods used in this paper. As shown in Figure 5, we can
see that bagging achieves better results of lower probability of
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Figure 4: Analysis of product word composition.
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Figure 5: Analysis of test.

Type 1 error.�ismeans bagging all the threemethods brings
improvement of robustness for avoiding Type 1 error.

7. Conclusion

�is paper exploits the product related review features for
fake review detection. A novel convolutional neural network
model is proposed to composite the product and word
feature. To provide reduced over	tting and high variance, we
use bagging strategy to bag the neural network model with
two e
cient classi	ers. To evaluate the proposed method, we
attempted to create a dataset from a real-life review dataset. A
variety of experiments are conducted to analyse the e�ective-
ness of the proposed model.

However, there exist other kinds of review or reviewer
related features that are likely to make a contribution to the
prediction task. In the future, we could further investigate
di�erent kinds of features tomakemore accurate predictions.
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